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” If in debt, you are not free”

Göran Persson



Shape of the crisis in Sweden
 The recent crisis strongly affected Sweden



World GDP
Annual percentage change, seasonally-adjusted data
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Shape of the crisis in Sweden
 The recent crisis strongly affected Sweden
 Sweden is a small, open economy
 The decline and rise of global trade were

key factors shaping the Swedish crisis



World trade volumes, export market
and Swedish exports

Index, 2000 = 100, seasonally-adjusted data
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Shape of the crisis in Sweden
 The recent crisis strongly affected Sweden
 Sweden is a small, open economy
 The decline and rise of global trade were

key factors in shaping the Swedish crisis
 Relatively strong Swedish recovery was

also helped by solid public finances



Public sector budget and households’ 
disposable savings ratio 
Percentage of GDP and percentage of disposable income

Sources: Statistics Sweden and the Riksbank



What have we learnt?
 Swedish banks heavily reliant on 

international funding



The market funding of the major Swedish banks via 
Swedish parent and subsidiary companies per SEK 
and foreign currencies
SEK billion

Sources: Statistics Sweden and the Riksbank
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Central banks' balance sheets
Percentage of GDP

Sources: Respective central bank
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What have we learnt?
 Swedish banks heavily reliant on 

international funding
 And major Swedish banks were exposed

to losses through international activities
 Financial inter-linkages lead to

unexpectedly large negative externalities



What have we learnt?

Baltics

Global financial crisis

Revealed different vulnerabilities

Expansive financial sector both 
domestically and abroad

Dependence on market funding
Intransparent ownership 

cross-lending
Fragile banking system

Catch up
High credit growth

FX loans
Credit lossesDependence on international market funding

Liquidity problems

Sweden

Iceland



What have we learnt?
 Need greater focus on system-wide risks
 Must handle interaction between macro-

prudential policy and monetary policy

 Important to supplement macro-prudential 
policy with effective crisis managment 
regimes

 Important to address cross-border issues



The way forward
 Authorities engaged in debates and work 

on national & international reforms
 Introduction of new capital and liquidity 

requirements
 Financial Crisis Committee review of 

Swedish regulatory framework and 
handling of recent crisis



Concluding remarks

 Three factors are key:
1. Stable fiscal policy
2. Stable prices
3. Sound financial stability policies
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